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Foreword
A foreword? In a brochure? Well, it’s a funny story…
I’m Michael, Rosie’s Son and General Manager of NIGHT N DAY Comfort.
33 years ago, Mum invented the modern cloth nappy (all thanks to Dad’s
hesitancy to change my square towel which used those “barbaric pins”).
Unbeknownst to Mum at the time, this was not just an amazing invention
but the birth of our Australian story.
This brochure is much more than just a brochure, it’s how our story started,
and how we’ve evolved over the decades through our dedication to
innovation. Our products are much more than ‘just products,’ they’re life
changing solutions for our customers.
Our now 2nd generation family business continues to grow in both offering
and awareness, guided by Mum’s wisdom and our clients’ support. Indeed,
Night N Day continues to grow thanks to your word of mouth.
We thank you for your recommendations and referrals to friends, family,
colleagues, groups and communities. Mum and I are forever grateful for
your support over the past 33 years.
Your support and feedback are amazing and incredibly humbling. There
is nothing more rewarding than to receive your positive feedback and to
feel the love from our customers, which constantly reaffirms that we are
making a positive impact and real difference by providing dignity, comfort
and confidence to those who deserve it the most.
Please enjoy the read and here’s to 33 more!

Our Story
NIGHT N DAY Comfort began over 30 years ago, in 1989 by
Rosemarie Lakiss-Smith (Mum) under the ‘Minappi’ brand.
Mum had just had her first child - Michael (me!) - and was having
difficulty convincing “lazy Rod” (Dad) to change my nappy as it
used “barbaric” pins to fasten a towel square. Mum swears he was
just lazy and it had nothing to do with my safety. Thanks, Dad! In
Dad’s defence, this combination of towel squares and pins was the
only option for parents at the time. Thinking “I’ll show him,” Mum
invented the babies ‘Minappi’ - the world’s first Snappy Nappy and
Modern Cloth Nappy!
Over time, demand grew from Disability and Aged Care and Mum
continued innovating and creating Australia’s first, and now, the
world’s most complete range of washable and reusable continence
products and incontinence solutions.
In the last few years, Mum has passed the baton to me, ensuring
that NIGHT N DAY Comfort continues providing solutions to our
Customers, current and future, in Australia and around the World.
All of our reusable products are still proudly Australian Made by us
in Sydney, Australia.

Our Mission and Values
As an organisation, Team and Family business we are proud to
support the following values:
• Premium Quality Australian Made Products
• Family Owned, Australian Business
• Dynamic Innovation & Creation
• Easy Access Customer Support
• Trusted Advice & High Level Customer Service
– with a smile and a laugh!
• Environmentally Friendly, Sustainable Solutions

What is a QR Code?
You will notice QR codes throughout our brochure. Simply scan the
code if you wish to view the product category on our website for
further information, pricing or to make a purchase.
How to use QR Code

Open camera
on your phone

Focus camera on
the QR code

Link will appear
to our website!

BONDS Range
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GIRLS & WOMEN

x
We have been working with BONDS
products for over 20 years, creating
an amazing range of very comfy,
very leak free undies.
Our BONDS x NIGHT N DAY range
is for Women, Men and Kids and
designed to look and feel like regular
underwear – because they are! They
are a discreet and stress-free solution
for light leaks. For both light bladder
leakage and periods too!
In fact, a Girl’s and Women’s pee and
period proof pant was in such high
demand that we created a specific
branded range for ‘ladies who leak’
– FemmeUndies
For further information on our range of
FemmeUndies, visit:
www.femmeundies.com.au
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BONDS Girls
*All products available Custom Made

Girl’s Bikini Brief
Code: FBONBIK

A colourful and very popular range of bikini briefs for
Girls up to size 14-16 years.
Available with a 100mL or 250mL capacity pad sewn in
(non-removable), these bright numbers are here to let
girls be girls, no matter the leak – or time of the month!

Sizes: 2-3 - 14-16 (yrs)

Capacities: 100, 250, 400mL

Sold: Single, 4 pack

Girl’s Hipster
Code: FBONHIP

A higher-capacity range of hipster briefs for Girls up
to 14-16 years.
With a wider gusset at the crutch, this range is
available with up to a 400mL capacity pad sewn
in (non-removable). Designed for heavier leaks
and toilet training too!
Sizes: 2-3 - 14-16 (yrs)

Capacities: 100, 250, 400mL

Sold: Single, 4 pack

Girl’s Stretchies Shortie
Code: BONSHO

Maddy, who some may know, loves this style so much
that she wrote a poem about them:
We gather up all your leaks 100mL for light leaks
and our 250mL for heavier ones, too.
Great for young girls on the go!
Sizes: 2-3 - 14-16 (yrs)

nightnday.com.au

Capacities: 100, 250, 400mL
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Sold: Single
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BONDS Women
*All products available Custom Made

Ladies Cottontail Full Brief
Code: BONCOT

The classic Cottontail Full Brief. The Cottontail was where
it all started when Mum first began working with BONDS
– and making incontinence underwear fashionable!
Available with up to a 400mL capacity pad sewn in
(non-removable).

Sizes: 12-28		 Capacities: 100, 400mL

Sold: Single

Women’s Hipster
Code: FBONHIP

A higher-capacity range of hipster briefs for Women
up to XX-Large.
With a wider gusset at the crutch, this range is
available with up to a 400mL capacity pad sewn in
(non-removable). Designed for heavier daytime leaks.

Sizes: Small-XX-Large

Capacities: 100, 400mL

Sold: Single, 4 pack

Women’s Plus-Size Hipster
Code: FBON2HIP

A higher-capacity range of hipster briefs for plus-sized
Ladies from 3X-Large up to 6X-Large (W160cm).
With a wider gusset at the crutch, this range is available
with up to a 400mL capacity pad sewn in (non-removable).
Designed for heavier daytime leaks.
Sizes: 3XL - 6XL		

nightnday.com.au

Capacities: 100, 400mL
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Sold: Single
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BONDS Women
*All products available Custom Made

Women’s Bikini Brief
Code: BONBIK

The undies that give you comfy coverage with a classic,
cute cut. Just because you’re leaking doesn’t mean you
should feel like you are! That’s why we made sure these
righteous undies are available in 100mL and 250mL, for
all your leakage needs.

Sizes: 8-16

Capacities: 100, 250mL

Sold: Single

Women’s Side Seamfree Midi
Code: BONMID

Ahh, miss Midi, for those that are skeptical of the Full
brief but love the feel, the Midi is for you! Don’t worry,
we made sure these breathable undies are available
in 100mL and 250mL too (we’ve got you covered) .

Sizes: 8-18

Capacities: 100, 250mL

Sold: Single

Women’s Side Seamfree Full
Code: BONFUL

This power piece loves to give you comfort and support
when you need it most. From binge eating to bloating,
she’s gonna love you no matter your flow. Available in
100mL and 250mL.

Sizes: 8-18

Capacities: 100, 250mL

nightnday.com.au
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BONDS Range
BOYS & MEN

x
We have been working with BONDS
products for over 20 years, creating
an amazing range of very comfy, very
leak free undies.
Our BONDS x NIGHT N DAY range
is for Men, Women and Kids and
designed to look and feel like normal
underwear – because they are! With
a discreet and stress-free solution to
light bladder leakage sewn in.
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BONDS Boys
*All products available Custom Made

Boy’s Hipster
Code: MBONHIP

A versatile range of hipster briefs for Boys up to
14-16 years.
This range is available with up to a 400mL capacity pad
sewn in (non-removable). Designed for light bladder
leakage as well as toilet training!

Sizes: 2-3 - 14-16 (yrs)

Capacities: 100, 400mL

Sold: Single, 4 pack

Boy’s Guy Front Trunk
Code: BONGFT

The famous Guy Front Trunk for Boys up to 14-16 years.
This range is available with up to a 400mL capacity
pad sewn in (non-removable). Designed for light
bladder leakage as well as toilet training!

Sizes: 2-3 - 14-16 (yrs)

“

Capacities: 100, 400mL

Sold: Single, 4 pack

Your product has been an absolute game-changer for us, for our son.
At home, he was able to feel more comfortable and happy wearing
underwear to school like his friends instead of a noisy, bulky pull-up.
					
							P, AUS

nightnday.com.au
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BONDS Men
*All products available Custom Made

Men’s Guy Front Trunk
Code: BONGFT

The famous Guy Front Trunk for Men up to XX-Large
(a personal favourite).
This range is available with up to a 400mL capacity pad
sewn in (non-removable). Designed for daytime leaks.

Sizes: Small - XX-Large

Capacities: 100, 400mL

Sold: Single

Men’s Hipster
Code: MBONHIP

A great range of discreet hipster briefs for Men, from
Small up to 6XL. They’re so good that even Dad (Rod)
uses them (post-prostatectomy)!
With a wide gusset at the crutch, this range is
available with up to a 400mL capacity pad sewn
in (non-removable). Designed for daytime leaks.
Sizes: Small - XX-Large, 3XL - 6XL

Capacities: 100, 400mL

Sold: Single, 4 pack

Men’s Jockey Full Brief
Code: JOCK

The original & classic Jockey Y-Front Full-brief for Men.
With our waterproof and absorbent in-built pad, this
range is available with up to a 400mL capacity pad
sewn in (non-removable). Designed for daytime leaks.

Sizes: 14-40		

Capacities: 100, 400mL

Sold: Single

nightnday.com.au
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Incontinence Solutions for the Bedroom

Over 32 years of expertise
Mum has been working with our suppliers for over 32 years,
refining our materials to ensure that our customers receive
only the best products in terms of quality, durability and
comfort - and our bed and mattress protection range is the
perfect example of that.
Our bed protection is unparalleled in terms performance,
comfort and variety and is available in all Australian
Standard bed sizes, from Short Single all the way to
King Size and even Custom Made to accommodate
any dimensions, measurements or specific requests.

nightnday.com.au
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Bedroom Bed Pads
*All products available Custom Made

Bed Pad with Wings
Code: AQBED2010

Waterproof and absorbent bed pad with tuck-in wings
for a secure and comfortable sleep.
A waterproof and absorbent bed pad with a up to
3-litre capacity. Super soft brushed polyester against
the skin. 100% waterproof backing. Secure tuck-in flaps.
Sizes: Short Single, Single, King Single, Double, Queen, King

Bed Pad without Wings
Code: AQBED2001

Waterproof and absorbent bed pad. No tuck-in wings
or flaps.
A waterproof and absorbent bed pad with a up to
3-litre capacity in Queen and King sizes. Super soft
brushed polyester against the skin. 100% waterproof
backing. Also great for lounges!
Sizes: Short Single, Single, King Single, Double, Queen, King

“

We have purchased bed mats which fit beautifully and the waterproof
quilt covers, pillow cases and mattress protector are absolutely amazing
they feel great and work well as they get wet every night and six months
later still working great and to make it even more fantastic it’s Australian
made highly recommend.
						
							
T&P

nightnday.com.au
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Bedroom Bed Linen
*All products available Custom Made

Waterproof Fitted Sheet
Code: FWPS

A super soft, whisper quiet and 100% waterproof fitted
sheet to protect and preserve the mattress. A soft and
full-waterproof fitted sheet with elastic binding for a
secure fitting mattress protector. Our unique waterproof
material is designed to be silky-soft to the touch and
whisper quiet, ensuring maximum performance and
maximum comfort.
Sizes: Single, King Single, Double, Queen, King

Waterproof Quilt/Doona Cover
Code: DCOVER

Super soft, 100% waterproof doona cover to protect and
preserve your doona. Full-waterproof with stud-fastenings and internal-ties to prevent any annoying movement or bunching of the doona within the case. Our
unique waterproof material is designed to be silky
soft and whisper quiet, ensuring maximum security and
maximum comfort while you sleep.
Sizes: Single, Double, Queen, King

Waterproof Quilt/Doona Insert
Code: WPDOONA

Introducing the World’s first waterproof doona / quilt
insert, designed to be inserted in to a waterproof or
non-waterproof cover. 150gsm summer weight (combine
two if required during Winter). With non-slip ties to ensure
no movement within a protector or cover being used.

Colours: White

Sizes: Single, Double, Queen, King

nightnday.com.au
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Bedroom Cases
*All products available Custom Made

Waterproof Mattress Encasement
Code: FWPMSZIP

Our 100% waterproof mattress protector with zip-lock,
anti-allergen fastening is designed to fully-encase your
mattress (mattress is inserted) for a safe and secure
night’s sleep. Our unique waterproof material is super
soft, whisper quiet and wiped-down friendly (post
accident) ensuring maximum secuirty, performance
and comfort.
Sizes: Single,
Sizes:
Single, King
KingSingle,
Single,Double,
Double,Queen,
Queen,King
King

Waterproof Pillow Protector
Code: PCASE

Waterproof pillow protector with an anti-allergen
zip-lock for a comfortable night’s sleep.
Our unique waterproof material is designed to be
super soft and whisper quiet ensuring maximum
performance and maximum comfort.

Sizes: Standard (75x50cm)

Waterproof Boomerang Protector
Code: BPCASE

Waterproof boomerang-shaped pillow protector with
sleeve-opening at one end for easy access.
Our unique waterproof material is designed to be super
soft and whisper quiet ensuring maximum performance
and maximum comfort.

Sizes: U / V / Boomerang Shape

nightnday.com.au
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Bedroom Chair & Floor Pads
*All products available Custom Made

Waterproof Chair Pad
Code: AQCHAIR

Waterproof and absorbent chair pad with ties for a safe
and secure fit. A waterproof and absorbent chair pad
– with up to 500mL capacity, the chair pad is perfect for
seats, chairs, lounges as well as in the car.
Super soft brushed polyester against the body. 100%
waterproof backing. Secure ties.
Sizes: 40x40, 50x50, 50x60 (cm)

Waterproof Floor Pad
Code: FLOORPAD

Our waterproof and absorbent floor pad with unique
waterproof binding is designed to sit firm and flat on
the floor to help protect against any unwanted or
unexpected leaks, stains or odours.
Ideal for use next to or underneath beds, chairs,
commodes or stands.
Sizes: 75x90, 90x90 (cm)

“

I received an order for the fitted mattress encasement for my daughter
and was so impressed with the product I would like to order another.
					
							L, AUS
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Swimming Solutions For All Ages
Did you know that Mum invented the very first pool containment pant?
For Men, Women and Children, our swimwear is the only product
designed to hold and contain both urinary and faecal leaks! Our
unique pad-design contours to the body to ensure any fluids lost
are caught and contained by our leak-free design, providing the
wearer with confidence through discreet and secure protection.
Our swimwear is recommended by doctors, nurses and therapists
and approved to be used in swimming and hydrotherapy pools
and by schools across Australia and the World.

Dad!

nightnday.com.au
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Swimwear
*All products available Custom Made

Unisex Swim Shorts
Code: SWIMBP

Unisex leak-free incontinence swim shorts in a board
short style.
Single-elastic legs, wide-elastic waistband with
draw-string ties and an in-built containment pad
ensure a safe, secure leak and stress-free swim.

Sizes: 2-3 - 14-16 (yrs), Small - XX-Large

Girl’s & Women’s Swim Skort
Code: SWIMSK

Introducing the very first incontinence Swim Skort!
Girl’s leak-free swim shorts with skirt overlay.
Single-elastic legs, wide-elastic waist with an in-built
containment pad to ensure a safe, secure and stylish
leak-free swim.

Sizes: 2-3 - 14-16 (yrs), Small - XX-Large

“

These bathers are great. They look like normal bathers but keep any
accidents hidden. 						
							
C

”
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Swimwear
*All products available Custom Made

The Original Swim Nappy
Code: SWIM

Where incontinence swimwear began.
With double-elastic legs, a wide-elastic waistband,
draw-string ties and an in-built containment pad,
the swim nappy ensures a safe, secure leak and
worry-free swim.

Sizes: 2-3 - 14-16 (yrs), Small - XX-Large

Kid’s Swim Brief
Code: SWBR

Our swim briefs are perfect for light leaks whilst
swimming.
Although our swim briefs do not offer an absorbent
pad, they will offer a leak-free experience for light
leaks without any bulk! They are the perfect functional
and fashionable solution for a leak free swim.
Sizes: 2-3 - 14-16 (yrs)

“

Thank you so sincerely for being so prompt in providing swimmers as
per order. They are excellent. Thank you.					
						

J.H,AUS

”
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Onesies & Body Suits Range
Incontinence Solutions For All

Our Onesie (Body Suits) are designed to
maintain the wearer’s comfort & dignity whilst
being non-restrictive & non-removable.
Comfortable, secure and highly-durable, our
Onesie (Body Suits) are ideal for those with
Dementia, Alzheimer’s or Autism that may
require an adaptive clothing solution.
With a zip-opening at the back, they are
the perfect solution to ‘wandering hands’ or
associated behaviours and are able to be
worn by Adults and Kids all day, every day.
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Body Suits
*All products available Custom Made

Sleeveless with Short Legs
Code: PJSlessZ

Sleeveless with short legs and zip-opening at the back.
Non-restricting, non-removable.
Custom Made.
Robust Cotton/Elastane (93/7%) blend.

Sizes: 4-14 (yrs), X-Small - XX-Large

Short Sleeve with Short Legs
Code: PJ

Short Sleeves with short legs and zip-opening at the
back.
Non-restricting, non-removable.
Custom Made.
Robust Cotton/Elastane (90/10%) blend.

Sizes: 4-14 (yrs), X-Small - XX-Large

“

Just wanted to let you know that we received the body stockings
today. They’re brilliant. The best ever. Quality is great and they’re
made beautifully.						
							
						 G,AUS

”
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Body Suits
*All products available Custom Made

Short Sleeve with Long Legs
Code: PJLL

Short Sleeves with long legs and zip-opening at the back.
Non-restricting, non-removable.
Robust Cotton/Lycra (93/7%) blend.

Sizes: 4-14 (yrs), X-Small - XX-Large

Long Sleeve with Long Legs
Code: PJLSLL

Long Sleeves with long legs and zip-opening at the back.
Non-restricting, non-removable.
Robust Cotton/Elastane (93/7%) blend.

Sizes: 4-14 (yrs), X-Small - XX-Large

“

Hi Night N Day, I just want to say THANK YOU for the wonderful onesie.
It fits my daughter perfectly!					
							
						
C.P,AUS

”
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All-In-One Range
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Heavy Capacity Solutions For Every Body
Our unisex, heavy-capacity range is designed for those who have
little to no control over their bladder or bowel and require a product
to catch, hold and contain high-volume voids.
The combination of a fast absorbing top-layer, super absorbent
core and silky-soft, 100% waterproof outer-layer provides superior
comfort, security and peace of mind for the wearer.
The All-In-One range is available as a Pull-Up or Open-Style with
your choice of Press Studs or Velcro-fastening options.

nightnday.com.au
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All-In-One Pull Ups
*All products available Custom Made

All-In-One Sleepover Pant
Code: JHIP

Introducing our Sleepover Pant! The solution you’ve
been waiting for to ease the anxiety surrounding camps,
sleepovers and toilet training. The secret comes from
the discreet elastic waistband - no one will know a thing.
Below this non-suspecting waistband is a full waterproof
and full absorbent pant with super-soft elastic legs and
waist for even the most sensitive.
Sizes: 2-3 - 14-16 (yrs), Small - XX-Large

All-In-One Plus (600mL)
Code: CPP

Unisex waterproof and absorbent (‘All-in-One’)
incontinence pants.
Soft elastic at the legs and waist ensure a comfortable
and secure waterproof and absorbent protection.
Ideal heavy incontinence product for day and night use.

Sizes: 2-3 - 14-16 (yrs), Small - XX-Large

All-In-One Maxi (1,000mL)
Code: AQPUP

This specific style has winged legs which allows the
comfortable insertion of a washable, reusable or
disposable incontinence pad. The insertion of an
additional aid will boost the absorbency of the
overall incontinence product. Soft elastic at the
legs and waist to ensure comfortable and secure
waterproof and absorbent protection.
Sizes: 12-14 (yrs), Small - XX-Large

nightnday.com.au
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All-In-One Open Style
*All products available Custom Made

All-In-One Plus, Front Opening (600mL)
Code: ND/NDV

Unisex Waterproof and Absorbent (‘All-in-One’)
incontinence pants. Soft-elastic at the legs and waist
with adjustable Velcro-fastening or press-stud fastening
to ensure comfortable and secure waterproof and
absorbent protection. Waterproof. Absorbent. Ideal
heavy incontinence product for day and night use.

Sizes: X-Small - XX-Large

Fastening: Press Studs, Velcro

All-In-One Super, Side Opening (800mL)
Code: COPP/COPPV

Unisex Waterproof and Absorbent (‘All-in-One’)
incontinence pants. Soft-elastic at the legs and waist
with adjustable Velcro-fastening or press-stud fastening
to ensure comfortable and secure waterproof and
absorbent protection. Waterproof. Absorbent. Ideal
heavy incontinence product for day and night use.

Sizes: 4-7 - 12-14 (yrs), Small - XX-Large

Fastening: Press Studs, Velcro

All-In-One Maxi, Side Opening (1,000mL)
Code: AQPOP/AQPOPV

This specific style has winged legs which allows
the comfortable insertion of a washable, reusable
or disposable incontinence pad. The insertion of an
additional aid will boost the absorbency of the overall
incontinence product. Soft elastic at the legs and
waist to ensure comfortable and secure waterproof
and absorbent protection.
Sizes:
- 12-14
(yrs),
Small
- XX-Large
Sizes:36-8
- 12-14
(yrs),
Small
- XX-Large

nightnday.com.au
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Waterproof Pants
*All products available Custom Made

Waterproof Pilcher, Pull-Up
Code: PIL

Soft-elastic at the legs and waist ensure a comfortable
and secure waterproof protection against any moisture
transfer. Similar to ‘plastic’ incontinence pants however
our unique waterproof material is amazingly soft,
breathable, comfortable and does not rustle or make
noise whilst active/moving/rubbing - all while remaining
100% waterproof.
Sizes: 0-1 - 14-16 (yrs), Small - XX-Large

Fastening: Velcro

Waterproof Pant, Front-Opening
Code: VP

Unisex Waterproof and Absorbent (‘All-in-One’)
incontinence pants. Soft-elastic at the legs and
waist with adjustable Velcro-fastening or press-stud
fastening to ensure comfortable and secure waterproof
and absorbent protection. Waterproof. Absorbent. Ideal
heavy incontinence product for day and night use.

Sizes: Small - XX-Large

Fastening: Velcro

Cloth Nappy (Non-Waterproof)
Code: N/NV

Unisex Traditional Towel Nappy, Cloth Nappy / Cloth
Diaper. Super soft brushed cotton inner lining against
the skin with traditional terry-towelling outer-layer with
adjustable Velcro-fastening or press-stud fastening to
ensure a comfortable fit and absorbent protection. We
recommend the use of a waterproof cover (waterproof
pilcher) as this product is not waterproof.
Fastening: Press Studs, Velcro

Sizes: 000 - XX-Large

nightnday.com.au
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Waterproof Pad Holders
*All products available Custom Made

Pad Holder Pull-Up
Code: PP

Full-Waterproof Pant with Pad Holder pocket.
Pouched mesh-lining designed to hold and support
an incontinence pad - removable and replaceable,
washable or disposable.

Sizes: 0-1 - 14-16 (yrs), Small - XX-Large

Pad Holder Open-Style
Code: OP

Full-Waterproof Pant with Pad Holder pocket.
Side Clip-Opening for easy change. Pouched meshlining designed to hold and support an incontinence
pad - removable and replaceable, washable or
disposable incontinence pad-friendly.

Sizes: Small - XX-Large

nightnday.com.au
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Waterproof Pads
Unisex waterproof and absorbent incontinence pads and inserts in a range of shapes,
sizes and capacities. Anatomically shaped, our waterproof incontinence pad range
provides comfortable and functional waterproof and absorbent protection against
urinary and/or faecal leakage.

BP

BPN

D10

D15

25-55cm, 300-700mL

25-40cm, 250-400mL

30cm, 150mL

40cm, 300mL

D20
D25

40cm, 350mL

D25
D20

D26
D15

50cm, 450mL

45cm, 400mL

FEMPAD

MANPAD

AQ2122WP

30-40cm, 100-400mL

30-40cm, 100-400mL

nightnday.com.au
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Non-Waterproof Pads
Unisex absorbent (only, non-waterproof) incontinence pads and inserts in a range of
anatomical shapes, sizes and capacities. Our non-waterproof soaker or booster pads
are designed to be used in conjunction with a waterproof pant or waterproof pad holder.

AQ21s

AQ21

AQ2122S

D21

30cm, 200mL

35cm, 250mL

30cm, 300mL

40cm, 300mL

D20

D25

D26

40cm, 300mL

40cm, 450mL

55cm, 600mL

“

We have just placed another order for incontinence pads. Our first order
was brilliant and my boy is so excited to be able to wear big boy undies
for school rather than pull-ups. Thank you so much for a brilliant product.
				
							
							P,AUS

”
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Other Innovations
*All products available Custom Made

Unisex Stretch Mesh Fixation Pant
Code: STROP

Designed to hold and support an incontinence pad,
pant, slip or form pad. Soft elastic at the legs and
waist with side Clip-Fastenings to ensure comfortable
and secure support.

Sizes: Small - XXX-Large

Unisex Stretch Mesh Fixation Brief
Code: STRP

Stretch mesh fixation pant / brief-style.
Designed to hold and support an incontinence pad,
pant, slip or form pad. Soft elastic at the waist to
ensure comfortable and secure support.

Sizes: Small - XX-Large

Unisex Stretch Mesh Fixation Shorts
Code: STRBP

Stretch Mesh Fixation Pant, Short style (with legs)
.
Designed to hold and support an incontinence pad,
pant, slip or form pad. Soft elastic at the waist to
ensure comfortable and secure support.

Colours: White Only

Sizes: Small - XX-Large

nightnday.com.au
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Other Innovations
*All products available Custom Made

Unisex Drain Bag Holder
Code: DBAG

Drain Bag / Leg Bag Holder (only).
Designed to hold and support a Drain Bag up to 2L.
Velcro-fastening at the waist with a secondary
Velcro-fastening anchor-point above the knee
ensures a 100% support.

Sizes: Small - Large

Unisex Clothing Protector (Bib)
Code: BIB

This clothing protector has an upper-surface of
soft-to-touch, highly absorbent terry towelling with
a waterproof backing to ensure complete protection
and peace of mind. Velcro-fastening at the shoulder
allows for easy change and removable whilst also
eliminating any potential choking hazard.

Sizes: 35 - 65 (cm)

Unisex Hip Protector
Code: MBPP

Unlike many bulky Hip Protectors, our low-profile
padding allows the product to be worn and used
overnight / during sleep. This padding is removable
and interchangeable to allow easy wash and care.
The Padded Hip Protector also has a waterproof
backed open-ended pouch/gusset which allows for
the use and insertion of an incontinence pad.
Sizes: Small - XX-Large
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PPE For the Family
Hand Sanitiser Gel
Code: NNDHS500

Our alcohol-based hand sanitiser is 100% Australian
Made - including the ethanol and even the plastic
pump bottle! Our fast-drying formula will leave your
hands feeling moisturised and most importantly,
sanitised! With a mild, sweet fragrance our hand
sanitiser is perfect for the whole family and the office, too.

Sizes: 500mL

Reusable Face Mask
Code: NNDMASK

Our washable and reusable protective face masks are
100% Australian Made.
Easy to breathe and comfortable to wear for extended
periods:
- Outer layer of fluid-proof & waterproof material
- Inner layer of soft brushed cotton against the skin
- Soft nose-wire & elastic straps around the ears
Sizes: Small (Kids, Female) - Large (Male)

“

Hi Night N Day,
Australian Made, very good quality mask. I found it very comfortable
to wear and the best part of all, I am able to breathe without effort
when walking. Thank you.				
							
							J.C

”
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Proudly 100% Family Made and Australian Owned since 1989

MEASUREMENT SHEET & ORDER FORM
Measurement Sheet & Order Form

Please complete all areas below (in cm!) and return to us - see methods at bottom of page

WAIST (circumference)

cms

HIPS (circumference)

cms

LEFT THIGH (circumference, top left thigh)

cms

RIGHT THIGH (circumference, top right thigh)

cms

DEPTH (centre front waistband to
centre back waistband, between legs)

cms

QUANTITY
Comments

Client Name

Phone

Delivery address
CUSTOM MADE MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY = 3

CUSTOM MADE MINIMUM ORDER QUANITITY = 3

By ticking this box, “I agree to the Terms & Conditions”

View the Terms & Conditions at: https://nightnday.com.au/pages/custom-made-incontinence-products-disclaimer

**PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM USING A METHOD BELOW**
Shop? Sizing? Price? Further Info? Visit nightnday.com.au
SUBMIT THIS FORM USING A METHOD
Website: nightnday.com.au **PLEASE
Email: gday@nightnday.com.au
Phone: BELOW**
(02) 9531 2011 Text: 0428 863 216
Website: nightnday.com.au Email: gday@nightnday.com.au Phone: (02) 9531 2011 Text: 0428 863 216
Provider Name: Minappy Pty Ltd

Provider #: 4050000940

ABN: 98 050 042 772

Body Suit & Onesie

Proudly 100% Family Made and Australian Owned since 1989

BODY SUIT
MEASUREMENT
& ORDER
Measurement
SheetSHEET
& Order
Form FORM
QUICK ORDER (Standard Size, not Custom Made)
SIZE? (see Size Chart)
SLEEVELESS, SHORT SLEEVE or LONG SLEEVE?
SHORT LEG or LONG LEG?
ZIP OPENING at back? (If NO then Custom Made)
(Skip to Client Name unless you require Best-Fitting Size Recommendation or Custom Made)
CHEST (circumference, widest point)

cm

WAIST (circumference, at navel)

cm

HIPS (circumference, at hip bone, widest point)

cm

THIGHS (both if not equal, circumference, widest point)

cm

SLEEVE LENGTH (shoulder to end of sleeve: short/long)

cm

BICEP (circumference, widest point)
FRONT LENGTH (collarbone to navel)
WAIST (navel) to CRUTCH (lowest point, between legs)

cm
cm
cm

INSIDE LEG (at groin) to HEM (leg length: short/long)

cm

ANKLE (circumference, for long leg only)

cm

Custom Made Options:
FULL STUD OPENING at CRUTCH? (short leg only)

Y/N

WATERPROOF CATCHER? (for incontinent clients)

Y/N

Other Custom Made Requests:
Quantity:
Client Name:
Client Phone No.:
Additional Information:
CUSTOM MADE MINIMUM ORDER QUANITITY = 3

By ticking this box, “I agree to the Terms & Conditions”

View the Terms & Conditions at: https://nightnday.com.au/pages/custom-made-incontinence-products-disclaimer

**PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM USING A METHOD BELOW**
Shop? Sizing? Price? Further Info? Visit nightnday.com.au

Website: nightnday.com.au **PLEASE
Email: SUBMIT
gday@nightnday.com.au
Phone: (02) 9531 2011 Text: 0428 863 216
THIS FORM USING A METHOD BELOW**
Website: nightnday.com.au Email: gday@nightnday.com.au Phone: (02) 9531 2011 Text: 0428 863 216

Incontinence Swimwear

Proudly 100% Family Made and Australian Owned since 1989

Measurement
Sheet
& Order
Form
SWIM SKORT
& SWIM
SHORT
Please complete all areas below (in cm!) and return to us - see methods at bottom of page

WAIST (circumference)

cms

HIPS (circumference)

cms

LEFT LEG (circumference, top left thigh)

cms

RIGHT LEG (circumference, top right thigh)

cms

DEPTH (centre front waistband to
centre back waistband, between legs)

cms

LENGTH (waist to shorts / skirt hem)

cms

MID THIGH (circumference)

cms

QUANTITY

Comments
Client Name

Phone

Delivery address

By ticking
this box,
“I agree
to the
Terms
& Conditions”
**PLEASE
SUBMIT
THIS
FORM
USING
A METHOD
BELOW**

View the Terms & Conditions at: https://nightnday.com.au/pages/custom-made-incontinence-products-disclaimer

Website: nightnday.com.au Email: gday@nightnday.com.au Phone: (02) 9531 2011 Text: 0428 863 216
Shop? Sizing? Price? Further Info? Visit nightnday.com.au

**PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM USING A METHOD BELOW**

Search:
‘Night N Day Comfort’

In order to recommend only the most relevant products within our range, please answer the questions below:
1. Gender
Male

Customer Contact Details

Female

2. What type of Incontinence are you experiencing?

Name:

Urinal
Faecal
Both Urinal and Faecal (double incontinence)

3. When do you experience Incontinence?

Phone number:

During exercise
Coughing or laughing
Daily and frequently
Continually throughout the day

Notes:

At night
Day and night
Unexpectedly

4. What is your approximate amount of leakage?
A few drops (<100mL)
1 to 1.5 cups (100mL - 400mL)
2 to 2.5 cups (600mL)
3 cups (800mL)
More than 3 cups (+1000mL)

5. How many times do you change per day?
Once a day
Three times a day
More than three times a day

6. What type of product do you prefer?
Washable/ Reusable
Disposable
No preference

7. What is your product style preference?
Open-style (we recommend for faecal incontinence)
Pull-up

8. Measurements (cm)
Waist measurement
Hip measurement
Leg measurement (top of thigh)
Depth (centre-front naval through to back waistband)

Send this form to
any of our contacts!

